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Rape allegations fester
With no criminal
charges pressed,
accuser goes public
Erin Granger
Staff Writer

A student says she is withdrawing
from UAF to protest a lack of
decisive action by university officials
and Fairbanks prosecutors after
reporting being drugged and raped
to campus police earlier this semester.
According to a personal statement
posted to Facebook on Oct. 19, Jessie
Wattum, a sophomore political science
student, was allegedly drugged and
raped in the dorm at approximately
3 a.m. on Sept. 3. Campus police
responded, interviewing Wattum
as well as the suspect, according
to the department case reports.
Wattum was then transported to
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital.
University spokeswoman
Marmian Grimes and the Fairbanks
district attor ney’s office both
confirmed that the investigation
by the UAF Police Department
had concluded. The case was sent
to the district attorney’s office
with a recommended charge
of sexual assault in the second
degree, according to an email sent
to Wattum by Officer Clay Faris.
The district attorney’s office
declined to file criminal charges or
continue any form of prosecution,
according to Grimes. Fairbanks
District Attorney Greggory Olson
declined to provide comment
on his decision not to prosecute.
Although the police investigation
has been concluded, Chief Steve Goetz
has refused to provide investigation
files or reports to the Sun Star.
According to Wattum’s statement,
she accepted a drink on the night of
the incident from a male acquaintance.
“I have no memory of what
happened fifteen minutes after
that exchange,” Wattum wrote. “I
found out the next morning that
I had been taken to his room and
raped, and that my sister, returning
to the dorms after I had missed
several of her calls, had found me
there, naked and unconscious.”
The alleged assailant, who was
identified by the office of the DA, was
contacted for comment. No response
was received as of press time.
Two days after Wattum’s
post was made public, Interim
Chancellor Thomas issued a
statement via a campus-wide email.
“I want to assure you that UAF
is following our Title IX and student
discipline process,” Thomas wrote.
“That process includes support
services for the parties involved,
as well as an investigation and, if
appropriate, student discipline.
Fairness requires that we thoroughly
investigate and evaluate all sexual
misconduct cases and that work is
currently underway in this case.”
Although the criminal
investigation has concluded, the
university’s Title IX investigation
into the incident is still active and
ongoing, according to campus Title
IX Coordinator Kevin Calderara.
Continued “Rape allegations”
pg. 3
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Students, (From left to right) Ally Vahalik, Courtney Hood, Isao Yoshino, Haruka Kawabata and Mana Hasegawa held handmade signs during their
protest of alleged sexual assault that occured on campus. Erin Granger / Sun Star

Students protest official response
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

Students protested on the front
stairs of Wood Center in solidarity
with the victim of an alleged sexual
assault on Thursday, Oct. 20.
The accuser, Jessie Wattum,
shared her story via Facebook on
Wednesday, Oct. 19, which described
how the alleged assailant was removed
from Bartlett Hall only to be returned
to campus by administration, without
alerting her, two weeks later. Wattum
withdrew from school following
this event, according to her post.
Ally Vahalik, a freshman linguistics
student, organized the protest.
“[She’s] not going to her
classes because her rapist is still
in school here so I’m not going
to my classes today, because she

can’t go to her classes without
having to see the person who has
completely violated her,” Vahalik said.
Vahalik, along with five other
students, convened on the steps with
hand made signs around 2 p.m.
Vahalik’s sign read: “Why does alcohol
excuse his actions, but condemn hers?”
“There’s all these signs around
campus explaining what consent
is and all this stuff but so far it’s just
talk because the faculty isn’t doing
anything to punish her rapist,”
Vahalik said. “It’s really sad that her
education has to come to a halt right
now because no one is willing to
do anything to protect her rights.”
“I don’t want people to feel
uncomfortable but I’m not going to
stay silent just so that people can be
comfortable,” Birdie Wattum, sister
of Jessie Wattum and protest attendee,

said. “I’m not going to keep this quiet.
She tried to go to a lot of higherups, she tried to go to the chancellor
and nothing has really been done.”
Snow began to fall as the
protesters sat on the front steps
of Wood Center. Another student
held a sign reading: “Why is he
innocent until proven guilty, but
she’s lying until proven honest?”
“We’re a smaller school but that
doesn’t make this injustice any smaller
or any less prevalent especially to the
people involved,” Wattum said. “We
just want this to be dealt with. We
want the university to admit that they
made a mistake and to own up to it.”
“The fact that our school isn’t
doing anything about it really
infuriates me,” Vahalik said.
At the time of this printing, the
accuser’s facebook post has 804 shares.

Fairbanks Four potlatch
opens AFN Convention
Ellamarie Quimby
Sun Star

T he Fairbanks Four were
honored, and delegates and attendees
of the 2016 Alaska Federation of
Natives Convention welcomed, at
a Potlatch sponsored by Doyon,
Limited at the Big Dipper Ice Arena.
From Oct. 19 to Oct. 22 Fairbanks
played host to this year’s Alaska
Federation of Natives Convention.
This year’s convention theme
was “Reflect, Refresh, Renew,”
and was only the sixth time in the
Convention’s 50-year history that
the event has been held in Fairbanks.
As the opening event of
the Convention, the Potlatch
buzzed with energy. More than
2,000 people filled the seats, with
elders and honored guests given
priority seating on the covered ice.
Traditional food, including frybread,
salmon and moose head soup, was
distributed to the evening’s attendees.
A secondary reason for the energy
in the building was the evening’s
hosts and honored guests, Eugene

(from left to right) George Frese, Marvin Roberts, Eugene Vent and Kevin Pease hold up four
fingers each on their right hands, the gesture that became a symbol of protest of the four men’s
incarceration. Many of the plaques distributed as gifts to significant supporters at the potlatch
featured a hand carved in this gesture. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Vent, George Frese, Kevin Pease, and
Marvin Roberts. The men, who have
come to be known as the Fairbanks
Four, spent nearly two decades

behind bars, convicted of the 1997
murder of 15-year old John Hartman.
Continued “Fairbanks Four” pg. 6.
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The public safety report is compiled from police blotter information and interviews with UAF police officers. Individuals
named as arrested and / or charged with crimes in this report are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Ben Ellis

Minor Consuming

Web Editor

Sexual Assault
10/19/2016 8:07 p.m. - A
third party submitted a report of
a sexual assault. When contacted,
the victim stated it occurred on July
16, 2016. UAF police contacted
Resident Life, Title IX offices and
the Dean of Students, and began
an investigation into the incident.

10/14/2016 11:09 - A report of an
underage party taking place at the
MacLean House was submitted. An
officer responded and Resident Life
was contacted. One highly intoxicated
person was transported away by
Emergency Medical Services and
two minor consuming citations were
issued. An officer is following up on
the involvement of others present.

Drugs

Suspicious Circumstances

10/18/2015 1:15 p.m. - A resident
assistant in Moore Hall reported
the possible presence of drugs in a
dorm room. Officer responded and
assisted the RA with the inquiry.

10/12/2016 2:12 p.m. - Firefighter
reported circumstances taking place
within the Fire Department. Police
responded and resolved the incident.

Found Property
10/14/2016 1:31 p.m. - Individual
tur ned in mail to the police
department that had been found
on a trail near Ballaine Lake. UAF
police officer contacted Alaska State
Troopers for information on any other
reports of mail thefts in the area.

10/17/2016 5:49 p.m. - An
individual was reported to be
screaming on the bike path. An
of ficer responded and made
contact with the individual.
10/18/2016 4:38 p.m. - A report
of a male known for breaking into
houses around the Goldstream
area being seen on Tea Fields Trail

was submitted. Officer responded
and searched the area, but did
not make contact with the male.
Theft
1 0 / 1 2 / 2 0 1 6 4 : 0 5 p. m . Complainant reported the theft
of a bicycle from either the
Skarland or Wood Center bike
rack. Investigation is ongoing.
10/19/2016 5:39 - Reports were
submitted of bicycle taken from
bike rack outside of McIntosh Hall
sometime between the evening
of the 18 and the morning of
the 19. Investigation is ongoing.
Traffic Incident
10/18/2016 4:48 p.m. - A report
that a car had backed up into another
car outside of Signers Hall before
leaving the area was submitted. The
owner of the hit vehicle was contacted,
and stated that the dent found in
the car was pre-existing. However,
there was a new “tiny scratch”
found. Investigation is ongoing.

10/19/2016 11:17 p.m. - A car was
pulled over for failure to stop at a sign
on University Avenue. The vehicle was
impounded for having no insurance
and a citation was issued for driving
with a suspended license to the driver.
Welfare Check
10/10/2016 3:29 p.m. - An
officer responded to a report
of a possible suicidal student in
Moore Hall and made contact.
Resident Life was also contacted.
10/16/2016 3:11 a.m. - An
individual in the Sustainable
Village was reported to be highly
intoxicated and possibly in need
of Emergency Medical Services.
Officer responded and made contact.
10/19/2016 12:54 p.m. - Fairbanks
Police Department passed on a call for
a possible suicidal male in the MBS
complex. An officer went to the dorm
room, but found nobody there. The
officer later made contact with the
student, who stated he had been joking
and that a friend took it seriously.

ASUAF is the elected student government of the University of Alaska Fairbanks. The student government recieves around $500,000 per fiscal year in student
fees and provide funding for the Sun Star, KSUA and the Concert Board as well as student groups and services. Meetings are held weekly and open to the public.

Senate debates discounts for students

Ben Ellis

Web Editor

Senators held their second
reading of “An Act to Fund Student
Government Perks.” The goal of this
bill was to create student discounts
at various local businesses. Students
would receive these discounts by
showing their Polar Express card.
“He basically said that the vast
majority of students use it commonly
at the businesses nearby the university
and that the students really appreciate
it,” Mann said, voicing the opinion of
a student from an Arizona university

that has adopted a similar program.
“My concer n is, what
kee ps a franchise owner up
here honoring that discount...
with the cost of business being
higher?” Senator Joe Altman said.
After much discussion, it was
eventually decided to send the
Perks back to the Student Affairs
committee until such time as certain
questions were answered. The use
of the Polar Express card, which
could be considered UAF property,
was debated. The distance of
chosen businesses from campus
was also scrutinized, considering

Fairbanks is fairly spread out
compared to many Lower 48 cities.
An override of President Colby
Freel’s line item veto of an alreadypassed bill, “AIM High and Succeed,”
was put to a vote. Freel previously
vetoed $250 of the approved $2,750
budget. The $250 was intended for
the purchase of snacks, an expense
typically covered by general club
funding already provided by ASUAF.
“We’re still giving them the bulk of
the funding,” Cordero Reid said, “but
at the same time we’re taking some
back ... so that money can be better
allocated for another project line.”

With the veto, the total funding
given would be $2,500, instead of
the proposed $2,750. The override of
the veto failed, with 6 votes against, 2
votes for the override and 1 abstaining.
Attendance
Present: Ben Anderson-Agimuk,
Henry, Cordero Reid, Lopez,
O’Scannel, Diane Murph, Joe
Altman, Mann, Patrick Namwembe
and Ryan Cain

Correction: Senate Debate

In last week’s edition a mistake was printed, listing Senator John Coghill’s name for two separate opinions regarding the legalization of marijuana in Alaska. Former Borough Mayor Luke
Hopkins stated he would like to continue the licensing process with no repeals. Coghill said he would support a repeal, if possible.

Correction: Engineering building costs

A mistake was printed in the Oct. 11 edition regarding the final cost of the soon to be completed engineering building. The final cost of the building, with the recently approved Regent
bonding of $37.5 million dollars included, will be $121.6.
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In recognition of the 70th
anniversary of independent
student journalism at UAF,
the Sun Star has amended
this year's volume number to
reflect the continuing legacy
of the Polar Star.
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Rape allegations
Continued from pg. 1.
In adhering to federal guidelines,
Title IX investigations must be
concluded within 60 days of any
reported incident, UA System
President Jim Johnsen said in
an interview. According to this
rule, investigation of the Wattum
case must be finished by Nov. 2.
“60 days is a long time from
the complainant’s standpoint,”
Johnsen said. “This is a very painful
experience and I understand that,
but we have to do a thorough
j o b w i t h t h e i nve s t i g at i o n . ”

“My family and I have had to
fight tooth and nail to get the support
UAF promised to give their victims,”
Wattum wrote in her Facebook post.
“The Title IX office has done its
best to ignore, delay, and silence all
of our efforts, and every meeting
and email to the Dean of Students,
Laura McCollough, left us hanging
for days or weeks with no answers.”
Before announcing her departure
from the university in her post, Wattum
expressed outrage at the handling of
the case by university administration.
“The continual silence from
Title IX and the police department

put a huge strain on my mental and
physical health,” Wattum wrote. “I
have made the ultimate decision to
withdraw from UAF. Due to UAF’s
general lack of respect and hospitality
to one of their own students, I
feel I have been forced to leave.”
Since Wattum’s posting, students
have staged protests against the
university’s lack of action on the
case and UAF’s official Facebook
page has been f looded with
negative reviews and comments.
“I love parts of this campus and
am heartbroken by other aspects of
it. I love my instructors and most of
the faculty and classmates I interact
with,” Colin McKenzie, a fellow
student, wrote. “I am however, also
sickened by how this institution

The Sun Star
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handles sexual assault cases and how
often justice is swept under the rug.”
“The inaction and lack of
transparency from the Dean of
Students and the Title IX office
is absolutely disgraceful,” Joe
Randsall-Green, a current UAF
student, commented. “UAF has
shown us all they do not stand
with the victims of sexual assault
and rape. This is not right.”
Dean
of
Students,
Laura McCollough, has not
responded to requests for official
c o m m e n t a s o f p re s s t i m e.
Chancellor Thomas will be
hosting a student forum in the Hess
Rec Center on Sunday, Oct. 30 at
7 p.m to discuss the issue further.

Students test new genomic technology

Laura Kromrey, a second year biology student, raises her hand during the MinIon Hackathon
Oct. 23. The Hackathon serves to provide training to UAF students with the MinIon sequencers
which the students will use to make their own research paper. Mark Melham / Sun Star

Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

For most of history studying the
genome, a complete set of genes,
of an organism has required a lab
with expensive and cumbersome
equipment. Today, it is becoming
accessible as this technology can fit
in a pocket and be used by anyone
with a laptop. Students will be using
this technology during the MinION
Hackathon, which started Oct. 23.
The MinION Hackathon is
a short workshop organized by
evolutionary biology professor Devin
Drown. Students will use a pocketsized DNA sequencing device called
a MinION, the same model sent up
to the International Space Station
over the summer. All of the students
have the opportunity to set up their
own DNA sequencing experiment,
get experience in a laboratory

setting and analyze the data they
collect with Drown’s help. While the
workshop is full now, Drown has plans
to do more in the spring semester.
“The technolog y is cool,”
Jonilee Polanco, a biology student
participating in the workshop,
said. “The fact that we’ve come
so far, we used to have these huge
gigantic processors and now we
can do it in the palm of our hand.”
The 2016 Hackathon is the
second one to occur at UAF.
Drown organized a pilot version
of the workshop in April of 2016
with six students, which he received
funds from URSA to buy supplies.
During that workshop the students
sequenced a stew Drown made with
several different Alaskan animals.
The student were able to determine
all of the different animals in the stew
by identifying what DNA was in the
stew. They presented their findings

at last year’s UAF Research Day.
During that time they only
had one DNA sequencer to work
with, despite Drown’s hopes for
all of the students to get to work
with their own. The sequencer was
sent to UAF after Ian Herriott, the
Core Lab coordinator, signed up
for the MinIon Access Program.
“It’s nice that UAF is able to
provide free workshops like this,”
Hannah Gerrish, a biology student
participating in the workshop, said.
“I think it’s a good opportunity
... and it can be applicable in
lots of different circumstances.”
For the Hackathon this fall
Drown was able to get funding from
Biomedical Learning and Student
Training, commonly referred to as
“BLaST.” The students now have ten
MinION sequencers for their use.
The MinION, also called the
Oxford Nanopore, is about half
the size of an iPhone and plugs
directly into a computer via USB
cable. It was also used to monitor
the Ebola and Zika outbreaks.
“A lot of traditional sequencing
works by having a DNA strand and
essentially rebuilding it,” Drown said.
“This is different from that method.”
The MinIon sequencer
works through a process called
“nanopore
s e q u e n c i n g. ”
The device has a membrane, or a
thin layer made up of proteins, with
small holes in it. The DNA strands,
which are made of a strand of four
different “bases,” are then threaded
through those holes and the hole
gets bigger or smaller depending on
which of the four bases that passed
through. The computer can then
identify which bases passed through
depending on the size of the hole.

What makes this exciting is
that nanopore sequencing is much
faster and more efficiently than
the sequencers that we’re currently
u s i n g, a c c o rd i n g t o D row n .
“Next Gen sequencing, which you
may have heard about in the news,
are sequencing chunks of DNA that
are 300 to 600 bases long,” Drown
said. “[Nanopore sequencing] can
do 200,000 base pairs long, that’s
a lot. You don’t have to be super
talented, I’m not giving you the upper
range of ideal laboratory conditions.
We’ve done it here in the lab.”
Using traditional sequencers is
like putting together a very large
jigsaw puzzle with with small
pieces and no corners to help you,
whereas nanopore sequencing is
like having the toddler version
of that puzzle with large easy to
assemble pieces, according to Drown.
The portability of the device
is also a large benefit since it can
be used in the field and is easily
accessible for students in the
classroom, particularly because of
its affordability, currently the device
costs about $500, according to Drown
“You can spend a whole
summer at a field camp and not
just collect samples that you’re
sending back to a lab, you can be
the lab out there,” Drown said.
This technology will allow students
to do research with genomics whether
that’s in a lab on campus or up in the
Arctic, according to Devin Drown,
a professor of evolutionary biology.
“I’m pretty excited about genomics
and what kind of information we
can learn about the world from
understanding the genes and
genomes of organisms,” Drown said.

Johnsen announces donation to Indigenous
Culture center
Erin Granger
Staff Writer

UA President Jim Johnsen has
recently announced that he will be
donating his performance bonus
of $16,300 to the Troth Yeddha’
Indigenous Studies Center on campus.
“I worked for three years at
Doyon Limited before taking this
position and while I was there I came
to learn about the importance of
Alaska native cultures for all of us
here in Alaska,” Johnsen said. “As a
non-native, working in a native owned
corporation, it would have helped
me a lot if I had had the opportunity
as a student or even as a university
employee to have learned about
Alaska native cultures before then”
The donation was announced
Tu e s d a y e ve n i n g, O c t . 1 8 ,
during the 50th Annual Alaska
Federation of Natives conference.
58 donor s have raised
approximately $678,301 in private
funds for the scholarship to date.

“One of my highest priorities
as president of the university is
to create critical space for the
cultural and scholarly needs of
our indigenous cultures,” Johnsen
said during the announcement.
Fulfilling his previous pledge
to gift his performance bonus to
a university project or program,
the donation was made in the
name of Jim and Mary Johnsen.
The name Troth Yeddha is
Athabaskan in origin. Troth translates
to mean “wild potato” and Yeddha
translates to “ridge”, referencing
West Ridge which will be the location
of the indigenous studies center.
“We need to provide an
opportunity not only for Native
students to continue to learn Alaska
native languages and cultures as
they do now,” Johnsen said. “But
we need to expand opportunities
for native and non-natives to learn
more about Alaska Native cultures,”
The fundraising goal to complete
the center is placed at $25 million.

The project is set to be completed
in two phases. Phase one requires
$5 million to complete the park,
which is in its beginning stages, and
design the indigenous studies center.
Phase two will require the remaining
$20 million for the actual building
of the indigenous studies center.
“I am particularly honored to be a
part of this undertaking because it will
create a center singularly focused on
Alaska’s first peoples, and a physical
sense of belonging for Alaska native
students,” President Johnsen said.
Forrest Campnell, a senior
studying Biochemistry and Spanish,
has concerns about the building plan.
“I bet students would be more
likely to attend UA campuses if
the college would support students
directly rather than sinking money
into multi-million dollar projects that
never get finished,” Campnell said.
H a n n a h Wi n g, a s e n i o r
i n b i o l o g i c a l s c i e n c e s, h a s
similar concerns about the
allocation of these funds.

“It seems wrong that the
president gets a raise every year
that he doesn’t give directly back
to student and program needs
when we’re running out of money
and faculty and programs are
being cut all the time,” Wing said.
The concept of the park and
indigenous studies center began
gaining traction in 2002 when the
university chose the open area between
the Reichardt building and the
Museum of the North as the location
for the project. This was approved
by the Board of Regents in 2008.
In 2010, the university, with
the help of the architectural firm
Jones and Jones, developed a
plan for the park and the center.
“I see a beautiful facility that all of
us can be proud of that’s opening and
inviting and where people from all
over Alaska can get together and learn
from each other and teach each other,”
Johnsen said. “I know that’s kind of
idealistic but that’s how I think of it.”
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Sled Dogs: a day in the life
Mark Melham
Sun Star

Taking care of sled dogs is a lifestyle both the dogs and their mushers have to adopt in
order to succeed. Although the team at Chena Hot Springs Resorts functions as a tourism
kennel and the dogs do not race, it provides insight into the amount of work and support
that goes in to making sure the dogs are happy, healthy and ready to run.
These photos were taken in the morning and afternoon of Oct. 13. As the kennel prepares
for a busy winter season, it trains staff in feeding and nutrition and teaches mushers to select and
develop their teams.
Several researchers spoke to the UAF community last week about using sled dogs as a model for
human health. Because the dogs take in so many of the same foods their human counterparts do, they
can function as a bellwether for health risks.
To see the full photo essay go online at www.uafsunstar.com.
Left: Peso excitedly jumps towards the camera and says something incomprehensible in dog language.
Sled dogs are often connected to a swiveling tether that provides them personal space while safely
allowing them to exercise. Four feet of tether can provide ample circular running space.

Below: After feeding, Rokon makes sure to lick his bowl clean. Behind him another dog, Ramp, waits

for his turn. Kennels often have several teams of dogs, ensuring no dog is ever overworked. Even
with an appropriately staffed kennel, feeding 75 dogs can take a half-hour.

Yaygo, who recently retired from pulling sleds, gets a warm good morning from musher Kristen Davis. The kennel at Chena Hot Springs Resort has an adoption program for retired sled dogs who
are ready to transition into a cushy lifestyle. Retirement age varies by kennel and individual, but generally recreational dogs stop pulling at 9 to 12-years-old. Racing dogs will retire earlier but
may be taken in by a tourism kennel.
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Above: It’s just after 7:30 a.m. on Oct. 13. Peso patiently waits on top of his house for mushers to come and feed him. A rib cage lays on the ground in case he wanted a midnight snack. While

feedings vary across kennels, Chena Hot Springs provides a large meal at the beginning of the day with snacks (like rib cages) sometimes interspersed.
Left: Harnessing and running comes after feeding. Dodge is harnessed in as the wheel dog because he’s a strong puller.

Dodge was born in Lance Mackey’s kennel. Mackey is a four-time Yukon Quest and four-time Iditarod winner. Dodge
now pulls sleds and carts at Chena Hot Springs Resort.

Above: The fish on top is a large chum salmon with an exaggerated kype, a product of its reproductive

maturation. Much of the dogs’ food is locally sourced, meaning the chum salmon will be in varying stages of
senescence, or decay. As the salmon will be cooked until they are nearly completely broken down, senescence
can help with that process.

Musher Tony Knickerbocker uses a hose to fill the pot of fish with water. The fish will cook for one hour before the
rice is added. As kennels have dogs with different traits, different treats and foods will be given out to the dogs. Tallow
(rendered fat) is given to any dog that has difficulty keeping weight. Dogs don’t have to worry about the same health
issues stemming from fat as humans.
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Fairbanks Four
Continued from pg. 1.

On Dec. 17, 2015, the four
men were released from 18
years of wrongful incarceration.
The Potlatch, while a welcome
event for the entire convention,
also served to recognize the groups
and individuals who had worked so
tirelessly to prove the men’s innocence.
Chair of the Tanana Chiefs
Conference Justice Task Force, the
Reverend Shirley Lee, led a prayer
and the opening remarks of the
evening. Lee acknowledged the efforts
of the Alaska Innocence Project, as
well as many other supporters, in
obtaining freedom for the four men.
Following Lee’s remarks, each
of the men spoke about their
lives since their exoneration last
December, and their individual
struggles and triumphs, as well as
taking time to thank individual
supporters and the Fairbanks
Native community as a whole.
“If it weren’t for all of you guys,
we’d still be in jail,” said Eugene Vent,
speaking first. “I’ve been out for ten
months. I’m a 36-year-old dealing with
issues that 18-year-olds deal with.”
While George Frese spoke, his
grandson pulled on his shirt and
reached up for the microphone. Frese’s
daughter Tiliisia Sisto was three years
old when he went to jail in 1997, and
gave birth to his two grandchildren
while he was imprisoned.
“You guys continually gave us
hope. Your support and your love
gave us hope,” said Frese. “We always
knew everything was going to be
alright, we just didn’t know when.”
Among thos e indiv idually
recognized on Wednesday night was
UAF Communication & Journalism
professor Brian O’Donoghue.
When the men were convicted in
1997, O’Donoghue was a reporter
for the Fairbanks Daily NewsMiner. Although he wasn’t initially
involved in covering the arrest and
trial of the men, his casual research
of the case sparked a much more
serious investigation of the facts.
O’Donoghue would eventually
leave the News-Miner to teach full
time at UAF, using the Hartman
murder as a case study to teach his
Investigative Journalism class. His
nearly 15 years of investigation
into the case would eventually lead
him to being called to the witness
stand during the 2015 hearings that
would grant the men their freedom.

After being presented with a pile
of gifts, including a plaque, a small
model of a dog sled, gloves, beaded
jewelry and wall art, O’Donoghue
knelt down to sign the large
banner which had previously been
hoisted at Fairbanks Four support
rallies, fundraisers and protests.
Other individuals recognized
included April Monroe Frick, author
of TheFairbanksFour.com and a
close friend of the four men, and
Bill Oberly of the Alaska Innocence
Project, as well as the men’s six other
legal representatives. The men also
recognized several individuals who
could not be present, including US
Senator Lisa Murkowski, who voiced
her support for their exoneration
both in Alaska and in Washington,
DC, and the late Shirley Diementieff,
prominent Athabascan activist and
Doyon, Limited board member.
At the close of the event, UAF
Vice Chancellor Evon Peter, of
Arctic Village, and Travis Cole, of
Allakaket, led the attendees of the
potlatch in traditional songs and
dances. Frese, Pease, Roberts and
Vent danced near the center of
the group- free men, encircled by
their friends, family and supporters.

The Qikiqtagruq Northern Lights Dancers, of Kotzebue, performed on Thursday evening, Oct.
20. Many of their songs featured only one or two dancers, rather than every member of the
group. - Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Professor Brian O’Donoghue receives gifts on Wednesday night from (right to left) George Frese, Kevin Pease and Marvin Roberts as thanks for
his reporting on their case. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Physics Journal Club offers talks
for every interest

Jessica Herzog
Sun Star

Senior physics student Sean
Counihan is studying how to prevent
blackouts in the power grid. His
research is one of the many topics
presented at Physics Journal Club
meetings which happen every Friday.
On Oct. 21, Counihan presented
his research “Optimization of the
Power Grid.” He is trying to figure
out if there are ways to reduce
the risks of costly power grid
failure in the form of blackouts.
Counihan is looking at two
power grids, one with 16 regions
and another with eight regions.
Regions contain nodes which
represent houses, businesses or
generators and are connected by lines
representing power lines, he said.
Counihan manipulates the
reliability of the lines between regions
and has found that more reliable

lines actually don’t have less risk
of blackout than less reliable lines.
Counihan calculates the risk of
blackouts by multiplying the cost
of a blackout with a normalized
probability for a group of blackouts,
he said. He uses the Arctic Region
Supercomputing Center, a highperformance computing unit, to
analyze the probabilities. He is
able to determine blackout size,
cost of the blackout and what
can be done to create the best
configuration of the grid and
ultimately reduce blackout events.
More computational work
needs to be done, he said, but the
research is a work in progress.
“I can definitely not give
enough credit to the number of
people who have worked on this
project,” Counihan said. “Lots
of information is there, and I’m
looking at a very small part of it.”
Counihan will present a poster

describing his research at the 2016
Quadrennial Physics Congress
in San Francisco. It is a national
conference occurring every four years.
David Newman is a professor
and organizer of the UAF Physics
Journal Club talks along with ChungSang Ng, associate professor. Talks
are held every Friday at 3:45 p.m.
in the Globe Room, Elvey Building.
Newman studies fusion plasma
physics and complex systems, while
Ng studies space plasma physics.
T he Jour nal Club is not
actually a club, but an informal
style seminar series that has been
happening at UAF for at least 4
decades according to Newman.
“It’s kind of a hodgepodge
of topics and styles,” he said.
The purpose of the talks is to
educate students and faculty about
any topic of interest to the physics
audience, Newman said. They allow
UAF’s small physics department to

have informative lectures despite
lacking the funding to bring in
speakers from elsewhere every week
like other college physics lecture series
do. Faculty, grad students, and the
occasional undergraduate student
will discuss their research or journal
articles they have read, hence the
name Journal Club. Lecturers from
outside Alaska will speak if they are
in Fairbanks or if funding is available.
It can be very hard to find
speakers, but the website is updated
the week of the talk with the speaker’s
name and abstract, Newman said.
Some lectures may be inaccessible
for people who aren’t physics majors
or affiliated with the physics field.
However, students and the public are
certainly welcome and encouraged
to come if they see a lecture that
interests them, Newman said.
T he Jour nal Club lecture
schedule can be accessed online.
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The ghost of Tom Steers is haunting the office
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

So, it’s 3 a.m. at the office and
I’m still here working on stuff
because I’m an insane person. I can
hear Constitution Hall’s old piping
system as I work. The ambiance
of rattles and pops are no stranger
to me, however, this night offers
a different sound. I can make out
the faint noise of someone rattling
the door handle to the office.
‘Maybe someone is trying to get
into the office,’ I think. So I walk
out of my room into the office’s
main area and I look through the
door’s glass window. No one is
there. I step closer to peer into the
bright fluorescent hallway. Still,
no one appears to be around.
At about this time I text my friend
Chris, who has a similarly offset
(read: “insane” -Ed.) work-sleep
schedule. I ask Chris if he would
like to work with me at the office.
Then I hear someone rattling
the office doorknob again. Maybe
Chris got into the building somehow
and he’s letting me know in the
creepiest way possible. So again,
I walk into the main area and
look through the office’s main
door. There’s no sign of Chris or
anyone else for that matter. I shiver
with a combination of the events
and nighttime chill of the office.
I continue to work at my
desk waiting for a reply from
Chris, listening to the sound of
the wind clawing at the windows.
Occasionally, I hear the door
rattle which I rationalized to be
a pipe somewhere in the main

area. Despite this, I still go out
to check the door every second
or third time the noise happens.
I hear the noise again
accompanied by my phone’s text tone.
“Leaving
the
library
n o w, ”
Chris
wrote.
So I look out the office door again,
planning to meet Chris at the entrance.
The hallway is empty as ever yet as I
walk up to the door and put my hand
on the knob I hear a slight scraping
sound that causes me to hesitate.
I scan up and down the hallway,
although the scraping noise gave me
a healthy level of paranoia I force
myself to open the door and step out.
I decide that it’s best that I don’t
linger in the hallway and I hustle down
the hallway toward the stairway. As I
get a few steps away from the office
door I hear a rustling behind me.
S o m e o n e i s b e h i n d m e.
I whirl around to see the empty
hallway, papers and fliers shifting
harmlessly on the wall. I stop for
a moment to watch the papers
try to escape the tacks holding
them to the wall. Then I hurry
along down the stairs to the arctic
entrance where I find Chris waiting.
I greet him with my eerie story
explaining all the details and we have
a laugh at my active imagination. We
sit in the back room of the office to
work together. Soon after we sit and
get adjusted we hear the soft rattle
of the doorknob that I had decided
was a particularly audible pipe.
“I know you just told me that
noise was a pipe but I still had
that initial feeling like someone
was coming in,” Chris said and
we laughed at the situation.

Sun Star Picks: UAF and
community events

The Sun Star Picks calendar is compiled weekly based on the
choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 25
The Sun Star is hot off the press
today, so after you routinely pick up
the paper today make sure to pencil in
Pub Trivia into your schedule later
this evening. It’s happening from
8:30 p.m. - 11p.m. Grab a hard
cider, some friends and make a killing
will your group at trivia.
– Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Wednesday / 26
It’s that time of year again, when
skeletons get spooky scary and
monsters start partying. And the
best way to celebrate Halloween
any year is to get some friends
together and watch some
horror movies together! “The
Nightmare on Elm Street” series
is a particularly funny horror
series, and of course, “Army of
Darkness” is always a good choice.
– Ben Ellis / Web Editor

Thursday / 27
I’ll be preparing for my roommates
birthday and the aftermath of how
she’ll respond to one of my gifts. In
case I’m not alive to compile these
picks anymore once B-Day hits
tomorrow, you should attend the
Fairbanks Ghost Tour they’re
advertising on campus in my
honor. Can’t find too many details on
this, other than that they are to be
determined, but ghosts are your
friendly undead neighbors. Who
knows, their might be a ghost next to
you right now.
–Kyrie Long / Copy Editor

Friday / 28
Pub Halloween! Get your spook
disco on and check out ‘Disco’s

Undead’ by the band Shagg at
9 p.m. I know we mention The Pub
often but honestly this should be a
radder than normal Pub outing. Also,
for those of you who were desperately
wondering: do not fear, I found
my wallet! With the cash in it
and everything! My faith in
humanity is restored.
–Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Saturday / 29
Learn about computer science
and how to protect yourself
computer-wise at the Cyber
Security Club on Saturday in
Chapman 103 from 1 - 3 p.m.
They are welcome to people of all
skills as long as they are interested.
– Josh Hartman / Staff Writer

Sunday / 30
Chancellor Dana Thomas will
be hosting a student forum at
7 p.m. in the Hess Rec center.
If you have any questions or
concerns about the university
this is a great time to come and
talk to the chancellor directly.
Plus there will be pizza!
– Erin Granger / Staff Writer

Monday / 31
I’ll admit to being a Halloween
‘Scrooge’ of sorts; I don’t think I’ve
worn a costume since 2007 at the
latest. Really, the night is for the kids,
as far as I’m concerned. So, if you
live on campus, consider signing up
with your RA to give out candy
for visiting youngsters. You’ll be
brightening the night of sugar-addled
youths, and can enjoy a quiet night
in as well — costumes optional.
– Spencer Tordoff / Editor-in-Chief

Chris and I continued to work
all the while taking breaks to talk
about one topic or another. Finally,
a much louder noise broke the
silence. We both could hear the very
audible sound of someone grasping
the doorknob and scraping their
key against the lock’s tumblers.
“So that is definitely
someone coming in?” Chris said.
“It sounds like it,” I replied. “But
they haven’t come in yet. Maybe
they’re having trouble with the door?”
I walk out to the door to find,
once again, nobody in the hallway.
Before I can continue walking toward
the door I hear the key-againsttumbler sound again coming from
the Editor-in-Chief ’s personal office.
That’s weird, maybe Spencer
returned and I didn’t hear him come in?
After a moment of hesitation, I
start walking toward the Editor-inChief ’s office, as I walk I can see the
Library through the windows. By this
time Chris has just walked out of the

back room to help me investigate.
I take another step closer to
the Editor-in-Chief ’s office. Then
I take another step closer and I
can peer through the door at the
interior. I take one more step closer.
A loud scraping sound and thud
fills the office as a white and yellow
object slams against the window.
Chris and I jump back
with a start. Several seconds
pass before I say anything.
Then I look at Chris and laugh.
“That noise was the Sun Star
banner being pushed around
by the wind, it’s scraping up
against the side of the building,”
I said. “I could have sworn that
it was a tumbler sound though.”
Chris and I both laugh
about our fear of a banner
and walked back to our seats.
This
story
is
still
developing, check back later
for updates on my sanity levels.

The Sun Star is great a great place to work during the day when everyone else is around and
it’s light outside, however, the place has a bit of a different aesthetic at 3 a.m. when it’s dark
and the building is empty. Photo created by Kathryn Reichert / Sun Star

Letters from the Editor:
Future imperfect
Spencer Tordoff
Editor-in-Chief

Be it the Title IX office, the UAF
Police or the office of the Chancellor,
you can count on one behavior from
the leadership of our campus—a
steadfast commitment to covering
one’s own ass. This was the case
a year ago when the grand failure
of UAF’s Title IX program was
revealed; unfortunately, it seems to
be the university’s modus operandi
today as well.
Can someone stop the time
warp? Because the future seems
an awful lot like the past. I feel like
I could have written this a year
ago—in fact, I’m pretty sure my
predecessor wrote something along
these same lines.
Without knowing much more
than surface details, there appears
to be a lot of blame to go around
in the Wattum case. If the event
played out exactly as we’ve heard,
the alleged assailant naturally takes
the lion’s share of the blame. The
district attorney follows suit; for
reasons unknown, they ignored the
recommendation of our campus
police and decided not to press
charges in the incident. And the
Title IX office’s response can be
described as feckless and evasive,
which would be pretty on-message
for official responses considering our
overall track record.
Our reports are by no means
complete, as our reporters have
received stoicism or silence while
attempting to acquire documents
through official channels. The
new campus police chief seems to
have a chip on his shoulder when
it comes to the press, as even the
most routine follow-up on less
contentious incidents is met with
resistance and exasperation on his
part. Other contacts have shunted us
to university spokeswoman Marmian
Grimes, who has been as helpful
as she can considering that every
other official on campus seems to be
deflecting to her. And you can always
count on the odd resignation that

coincides just a little too conveniently
with such disputes.
There’s a bitter but important
realization to be had from all this.
Individual people, be they professors,
officials or officers, tend to be likable
and competent. But though UAF is
made up of many of these likable,
competent individuals, they serve
as the cogs and gears of a machine
made of rules and compliant people.
Bureaucracies are not inherently
good or bad, but they can be counted
upon to act in their own self-interest
and defense to the exception of
other impulses. In our case, that
means the interests of students alltoo-frequently go out the window.
As a journalist, I can’t simply take
the accuser’s version of events at face
value; indeed, I can’t fairly call her
anything aside “the accuser” without
lending bias to the proceedings.
What I need are facts, evidence and
official reports rather than the “hesaid she-said” that abounds; you, the
reading public, deserve nothing less.
If officials are less than forthcoming
in providing this information to the
press and the public, then we must
use every means at our disposal to
bring that data to light.
We don’t yet have everything
we need, but that doesn’t leave
us empty handed. We have the
cooperation of the victim. We have
the identity of the accused. We have
devoted reporters and editors. Most
importantly, we have something that
the administration clearly does not: a
commitment to the students on this
campus. Rest assured, readers, that
we will only consider this incident
resolved once we’re satisfied that it
has been reported fairly, thoroughly
and without bias to either party.
Until that satisfaction comes, we
here at the Sun Star will continue
our tenacious pursuit of the truth.
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Hockey wins Saturday, Volleyball
and Swimming fall short

Aaron Walling
Sun Star

Hockey splits
weekend series
Nanooks hockey had a Jekyll and
Hyde performance this weekend,
splitting a two game series with their
conference foe, the #9 nationallyranked Minnesota State UniversityMankato Mavericks. After getting
beat up on Friday night, the Nanooks
got revenge with a win on Saturday.
Looking
at
both
the
performances, you couldn’t tell
it was the same team. In the first
game, the Nanooks were called for
eight penalties. Those penalties
resulted in three power play goals
for the Mavericks. The Nanooks lost
Friday 7-1, but turned their fortunes
around Saturday with a 4-2 win.
“Obviously, tonight’s game was a
tough one to swallow,” Head Coach
Dallas Ferguson said, following
Friday’s game. “Against good teams
like that, you have to make your
margin of error very minimal.
We got behind early and couldn’t
quite get anything going after that.
One of the bigger struggles
of the match was the Nanooks
inability to get any shots on the

Tyler Cline leans in and skates around one of Minnesota State’s players during the Nanook’s conference opening game. The Nanook’s lost 7-1,
with their only point coming in the third period. Zayn Roohi / Sun Star

Mavericks’ goal, managing only 16
shots compared to the Mavericks’
45 . The Nanooks only point came
from junior Austin Vieth, early in
the third period on a shorthand goal.
That all changed the next day, as
the Nanooks gave the Mavericks their
first loss of the season. They erupted
in the second period with three goals,

with two of them from power plays.
Both teams’ defenses came alive,
shutting down shots for the rest of
the game. The Nanooks fired 22
shots, compared to the Mavericks 27.
“I think after last night’s effort
we weren’t happy and a little
embarrassed, but I think the guys
did a good job of staying with it,”

Ferguson said after Saturday’s win.
This was a team effort in their win,
and with that it brings their conference
record to 1-1. Now they head into their
next matchup against the undefeated
Lake Superior State University Lakers
(4-0) on Oct. 28 and 29 in Michigan.

Nanooks swim team loses in
season opener

Freshman Melinda Farmer sprints to the end of the pool during the 200 individual medley.

The Alaska Nanooks women’s
swimming team opened their season
against what is considered to be the
strongest NCAA Division II team this
season in the Drury State Panthers.
The Nanooks lost both their meets
against the Panthers during the
weekend, but it wasn’t all bad news.
Despite losing both the matches,
the Nanooks came away with wins
over the Panthers in some of the
events. As swimmers like juniors
Martha Hood and Katie Stark led
their team to a 400-yard medley relay
race with seniors Victoria Adams
and Nga Nguyen. They beat a pair
of national contenders for the U.S.
national swimming championships
on the Panthers. The Nanooks
won two other events; the 100 yard
breaststroke and 200-yard freestyle
relay. However, it was Nguyen’s
excellent dive during the middle of
the 400-yard relay that made up
for the 1.6 second split between the
Nanooks and the Panthers. After that,
Hood and Stark raced out to give
the Nanooks the win in the event.
“Drury was as good as they were
advertised. I brought them up here to
give us a test early on and that’s exactly

what happened,” Head Coach Scott
Lemley said following the Friday meet.
“They are arguably the best Division
II women’s team in NCAA history,
but our swimmers still stepped up to
the competition and swam very well,”
And ready they were, as they made
the Saturday meet a much closer
contest of 105-94. Even though it was
a loss, the Nanooks hold their heads
up high as they fought against a team
that is considered one of the greatest
programs in NCAA Division II history.
It also showcased another
strong outing for Stark, who took
first in the 200-yard freestyle, as the
Nanooks battled throughout the meet.
“As with yesterday’s meet, we
achieved a number of nationally
ranked times today,” Lemley said on
Saturday. “Cassidy Heaton continues
to tear up the pool with a 17:46.26
mile time, which currently ranks
her sixth nationally. By far, the 400
medley relay we swam yesterday
with Victoria Adams, Nga Nguyen,
Martha Hood and Katie Stark was
our best swim of the weekend.”
The Nanooks now prepare for
their next meet, which is against Azusa
Pacific University on Oct. 28 and 29.

Zayn Roohi / Sun Star

Nanooks conquered by Vikings
Nanooks volleyball struggled
against their conference foes this past
week, as they are in the midst of a 11
game losing streak. This season they
have won a set in four straight matches.
T he Nanooks lost to the
#19 nationally ranked Western
Washington Vikings, with the opposing
defense stifling them at the line. In
the next match, they lost to Simon
Fraser University Clan. This time it
was the Clan’s length on the frontline
that throttled the Nanooks offense.
“It’s tough to come out of tonight’s
game with a loss, but I thought there
were good improvements,” Head
Coach Brian Scott said following
Thursday’s game against Western
Washington. “I thought we had nice
hitting percentages tonight, but there’s
still room to cut down on more errors.”
Errors are killing the Nanooks
in these matches. In the past two

games, the volleyball team racked
up 17 service errors and 28 attack
errors. Despite some nice plays from
junior Angela Molesworth, who
had 16 kills against the Vikings, the
Nanooks couldn’t stem the bleeding
as both the Clan and Vikings piled
on the points. The Clan’s Tessa
May, who stands 6’3’’, dominated
the net the entire match, holding the
Nanooks to a low hitting percentage
of .077 against the Vikings’ .239.
So where do the Nanooks go
from here? Their next match is
against the their rival from down
south, the #7 nationally-ranked
Alaska Seawolves, who just lost to
the Vikings. The last time these two
teams faced off, the Seawolves took
a 3-0 sweep and stifled the Nanooks’
chances of an upset. The next match
takes place in Anchorage on Oct. 25.
(Left to right) Riley Podowicz, # 21, and Maddie Davis, #8 block an opponent’s hit during Saturday’s match. John Aldabe / Sun Star
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Last week, a female student alleged that she had been raped in on-campus housing, and cited inaction by school
administration in her decision to withdraw from classes. This week we asked students, how do you feel about
the university’s efforts to address sexual assault on campus?

Laeticia Scherler, biology, senior
“I’m not from here so I’m not used
to these kind of problems but they
should do something because I have
a friend who experienced something
similar and we have to help students.
The guy who was reintroduced, I
think he has to be forbidden from
here, he doesn’t deserve to come
back unless we have proof he didn’t.”

Ian Ferguson, computer science, sophomore
“I very much agree with the concept, I really do believe
rape victims should be helped and if they say something
happened to them they should be treated seriously. I
am concerned with witch hunts, I know the University
does their own investigations alongside criminal
investigations but they don’t have the same standard of
proof. I’m really glad everyone is supporting her but
I’m worried about some things that could arise from
that, I want the fairest system possible”

Emma Holmes, anthropology,
freshman
“I feel like they’re trying with the
posters but I don’t think that’s
enough. We had the safe haven
but I know a lot of people went
through it as fast as possible because
it was boring and I think they could
improve on that. Maybe not letting
that person back in the dorms, just
things like that, they definitely could
be a little smarter about it.”

By Mason
Naturally Perspiring Schoemaker

This Alaskan Agent comic originally ran in the Polar
Star on Nov. 21, 1972.

Garrett Monroe, English, sophomore
“I think that a lot of what they were
saying last year was a step in the
right direction, stating the problem
and raising awareness but its kind
of obvious this year that there’s a
lot more they could be doing. It’s
disappointing when not enough is
being done about something this
important.”

Joanna Parrish, English, junior
“I would love to know what sort of
investigation that they did on him to
let him back on campus, it definitely
sounds like they aren’t doing enough.
I want to know why they think what
they’ve done is good enough, but I
want to know how can they think
letting him back in dorms is fine.
Absolutely the girl should have been
protected and I think its horrible
they didn’t do that, especially if they
were shrugging her off.”
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ADVERTISING

Photo of the Week: Josiah Martin
Congratulations to this week’s
Photo of the Week Winner
Josiah Martin - please come
to the Sun Star office at 1 p.m.
this Sunday, Oct. 30 2016 in
Constitution Hall in room 305
to collect your prize!

Your ad
could be
here!

The Sun Star wants YOUR
photos! Post your pictures
throughout the week on
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram
under #UAFSunStar. If we pick
your photo it’ll be printed in
the paper and you’ll win great
prizes!

To sponsor next week’s Photo
of the Week, contact Sarah
Manriquez, Sun Star advertising
manager at 907-474-6043 or
ads@uafsunstar.com.
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10x5
4c

The Wells Fargo SurePay® service lets you send money to just
about anyone with a bank account at any U.S. financial institution
using their email address, and without sharing account numbers.
You can also receive money using your email address.*
So quick. Grab your smartphone and tap the Wells Fargo Mobile®
app. It’s yours. Dig in!

Pay Mike for it
before Matt
inhales it.

Gaffney • Fairbanks • 907-459-4373
University • Fairbanks • 907-474-4100
Cushman • Fairbanks • 907-459-4300
Bentley • Fairbanks • 907-459-4361

*Recipient must have an account at a U.S. financial institution. Availability may be affected by your mobile carrier’s coverage area. Your mobile carrier’s message and data rates may apply.
© 2016 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC. Materials expire September 24, 2016. (3189301_19080)

Hi, I’m covering for
Pun Bear this week.
I hope you find me

humerus.

Halloween
at the Museum
Monday, October 31  4 – 7 PM
FREE with a donation of canned food for
the Fairbanks Community Food Bank!

Come in costume.
Meet scientists and
tour the labs.
See bones and bugs,
bats and birds.
Call 474-7505 for
information or go online at
www.uaf.edu/museum

An AA/EO employer and
educational institution.

